Free-Range Wanderings

Written By Greg Morton

A cattle bull is one animal that all humans treat warily. As a farming nation I think this is particularly ingrained in us New Zealanders from an early age. Even urban dwellers would have
encountered a domestic bull when having a picnic, crossing a field, or paddock, and feared his
baleful stare, ground pawing, bellowing and interest in your presence. Anglers, hunters, and
trampers often encounter them when in the outdoors and unlike most farm animals it’s not
always the stock that does the running. People do get trampled or gored, and in Canada 42%
of all livestock-related fatalities are a result of bull attacks, and only one in twenty victims of
a serious bull attack survives. Dairy breed bulls are particularly dangerous and unpredictable.
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Author and
his wild bull.

The general rule is ‘treat bulls with caution and skirt rather than confront’. Feral bulls just crank up the risk even more. An old, grumpy,
solitary, ex herd bull with several bad human experiences under his belt often just wants to get even and faced with ‘fight or flight’ he’ll fight.
My recent trip to the Northern Territory put
me in prime wild bull country; the land of the
famed Red bull. These red-brown coloured cattle
are derived from the shorthorn beef breed (Bos

They do however have a short temper.

The other wild cattle breed encountered in other

and the cows and calves were seen as a valuable
food source by the traditional land owners; the
Jawoyn tribe. The bulls were less hunted due to

from a trophy point of view this breed is not

Red bulls have a few names. Wild bulls, scrub
bulls, scrubbers, clean skins, feral bulls, micky
rather than swamps and open plains, and like the
water buffalo are best hunted in the dry season

thick set of sharp tipped horns.
appear to the hunter. A wild bull has no brand,
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Mad eyed Red bull.

animal to remove from the herd. He had been a

We were in Australia to primarily hunt water
buffalo but the Red bulls with their ‘in your face’
block we were on was 50,000 square kilometres

closer in the Polaris we could see he was a solitary Red bull with a white head, obviously old,

months. Trophy animals like this are always the

pert; Ben Martin, the Aussie / Kiwi connection;
dropped off to stalk in closer. We crept from
Over the next three days we encountered at
least twenty solitary bulls, and few ran at our appearance. They invariably faced up, and either

Hunt Downunder.
On my three day hunt it was a Red bull that

donkeys and some wild cat-

cows
and
served feral
tle cows

up his neck and was pleased to see him collapse
on to his side with the shot.
We cautiously approached him, and Ben
touched
his
ensure no nasty
ment point
of view he was a perfect

love that colour, and the quad was also a machine

Ben do an evasive retreat as this boy looked very

The trophy Red bull
that chased Ben.
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Glenn and his wild bull.
Ben on the red quad.

Glenn to put some lead in the air. Glenn followed him up and
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calls with wild cattle but the worst encounters had been with cows that
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Red bull.
Next issue: Haast Hunter
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All muscle bull.
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